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Abstract - This paper presents an algorithm of optimal cutting tool selection for machining of the point-based surface that is 
defined by a set of surface points rather than parametric polynomial surface equations. As the ball-end and fillet-end mills 
are generally used for finish machining in a 3-axis computer numencal control machine, the algorithm is applicable for both 
cutters. The optimum tool would be as large as possible in terms of the cutter radius and/or corner radius which maximise 
(s) the material removal rate (i.e., minimise (s) the machining time), while still being able to machine the entire point-based 
surface without gouging any surface point. The gouging are two types: local and global. In this paper, the distance between 
the cutter bottom and surface points is used to check the local gouging whereas the shortest distance between the surface points 
and cutter axis is effectively used to check the global gouging. The selection procedure begins with a cutter from the tool 
library, which has the largest cutter radius and/or corner radius, and then adequacy of the point-density is checked to limit 
the accuracy of the cutter selection for the point-based surface within tolerance prior to the gouge checking. When the entire 
surface is gouge-free with a chosen cutting tool then the tool becomes the optimum cutting tool for a list of cutters available 
in the tool library. The effectiveness of the algorithm is demonstrated considering two examples.
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1. Introduction

3-axis computer numerically controlled (CNC) milling 
machines are commonly used to machine sculptured part 
surfaces [1] which are widely used in the aerospace, 
automobile and mould/die manufacturing industries [2, 3]. 
There are two stages in CNC machining: the rough and 
finish cut [4]. The main purpose of the rough cut is to 
remove a large volume of material and leave only a small 
portion of raw stock to be removed with precision by the 
finish cut. The finishing operation aims to produce work
piece surfaces that conform to the design specification, and 
in particular have a high quality f血아], The ball-end mill is 
inevitably used for finish machining because the centre of 
the ball always lies along the normal of the surface at a 
distance equal to the radius of the sphere, which makes 
CNC programming simpler. The algorithm of cutter path 
generation, interference checking and cutter compensation 
(2D) are easy to perform using the analytic geometric 
equation of a sphere [5]. The inherent limitation of the ball
end mill is that it rubs the material away in the vicinity of the 
cutter axis where the material is being removed at almost 
zero cutting speed irrespective of the spindle revolution. In
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order to achieve high material removal rate and improve 
surfece finish, the fillet-end mill is preferred [6, 7]. The 
cutter path generation for free-form surfece shapes represented 
by parametric polynomials has serious practical limitations 
[8]. Therefore, the generation of the CNC tool paths from 
the discretized point data without tiie need of parametric 
polynomial equations is an ongoing research issue. In the 
paper, the point-based approach is adopted for machining of 
sculptured surfaces that are defined by sets of surface points 
rather flian explicit/implicit surface equations. Many researchers 
are nowadays proposing accurate and efficient tool path 
generation methods for the point-based surface [4, 9] with 
little consideration for selection of optimal tool size. The 
appropriate selection of the cutting tool is critical fbr 
ensuring the quality and efficiency of a CNC machining. It 
is difficult for human process planners to select the optimal 
cutter due to complex geometric interactions between the 
tool size and part shape. The cutting tool selection is a 
compromise between the two conflicting objectives [10]:

• Maximum material should be removed in each tool pass 
so that the overall machining time is reduced.

• The tool, while machining, should not gouge any surface 
point.

Although the former requires a larger tool, the latter 
restricts the size. A large cutter may cause local gouging on 
the part surfece whereas a small cutter needs longer 
machining time and causes unnecessaiy tool wear [11], In 
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some cases, even the 扔아 is locally gouge-free, the tool 
cannot enter into 出e entire surface region because of smaller 
tool body lengto and/or fixture size of tool holder assembly, 
which causes the global gouging. So the aim of the tool 
selection is to bailee these conflicting r^juirements.

Re^arch on automatic tool selection for CNC m我hiring 
is limited. In the method proposed by B이a and Chang [12], 
roughing and finishing tools are selected using a circle 
fitting technique. Their method is limited to ttie machining 
of prismatic parts such as slots, stej电 projections, etc. Veto et 
al [13] give an algorithm ftjr finding an optimal set of 
cutters for machining a set of 21 D parts in terms of the real 
cutting and cutter changing time without consideration of 
the machinal surfece accuracy. Yang and Han [14] present 
an optimal ball-end mil selection process for sculptured 
surfeces to be machined by a 3-axis CNC machine. Their 
method is an inline process that produces interference-fee 
toolj^ths. Glaser et al. [15] develop a method that selects an 
appropriate size of the cutter based on collision-free milling 
proems. A maximum effective cutting radius approach is 
proposed by Lee and Chan응 [11] to solve the cutter election 
pro비em for multi-axis machining. Jensen et aL [16] present 
cutting tool section methodology for five-axis finish 
surface machining basM on curvature matching techniques.

Recently Ou^ng et aL [17] propo^ an algorithm to 
determine ttie optimal ball-end mill size fbr 3-axis finish 
machining of the point-based surfece using Vbronoi diagram 
and Delaunay triangulation techniques, which are computa
tionally exf^nsive. Alttiough the local gouging due to the 
cutter bottom is checked in their approach, the global 
gouging with the cutter body is not addressed. The disad
vantage is that the accuracy of the tool size detamimtion is 
veiy much dependent ontiie estimation of the normal vector 
at the surface point. Alfliou目! the author recognize that file 
accuracy of the detennined tool sizes is heavily dependent 
on the density of the point data, no algorithm is reported to 
ensure ada^uate point density. To encounter the above 
difficulties, an automatic cutting tool section methodolo^ 
for ball-end and fillet-end mills is proposed in ttiis paper for 
3-axis CNC m^hining in order to provide gouge-free, 

efficient and accurate finish machining of any 3-D sculptured 
surfece defined by a set of surfece potats. Before proposing 
the tool selection system, the effect of the cutter bottom size 
on the machining efficiency in terms of cute path length is 
discussed in the following section.

2. Effect of Cutter Bottom on 
Machining Efficiency

The cirtter bottom of tfie ball-end mill is geometrically 
hemisphere where 1he cutting takes place. For fillet-end mill, 
the cutter bottom consists of the circular bottom-disk of 
radius R] and toroidal part (comer radius of R2), and the 
material removal takes place o끼y on the tomid시 part. For 
machining purpose, tfie cutter path plaiming is carried out by 
determining the step-fbrward distance (母)and step-interval 
distance 怎)so that the combine! machined surfece error of 
the chordal deviation (%) due to 冬 and cusp height (ey) due 
to gy limits within tolerant [18]. If the radii of curvature of 
the CL-curve are (p1<0)?(/>2<0) respectively in the 
forward and transverse directions and 冬, % are slope a효gle옹 

in respective directions then ex and for a ball-end mill of 
radius R are gi립en by [ 18]:

勺=0+ 2프项 ⑴

M \2cosa/

+0 - R) (2)

It is evident from Eqs. (1) and (2) that the chordal 
deviation does not deperri on the cutter size but ttie cusp 
height (shown in Figure 1) is very much dependent on the 
cutter radius. As the cusp height is very small compare! to 
the cutter radius, Eq. (2) can be approximated by following 
expression:

(3)

Fig. 1. Cusp height fbr (a) ball-end and (b) fillet-end mills.

(b)
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For a fillet-end mill, the distance gy is generally within the 
cutter comer 以dius on tfie same side of the tw야 cutteiB [19], 
as shown in Figure 1(b) and the step-interval distance gy is 
also obtained from equation (3) by substituting 7? = ^.The 
first partial derivative of gy with respect to R is given by:

整一 4e见⑷ 

dR(0-R) 시8履饥

It is evident fium Eq. (4) that —^>0 for a givoi cusp height 
dR

ey>Q. Therefore fte stq>interval distance gy increases as the 
cutter radius R increases for a given cusp height 饥 which 
implies that less cutter paths are required to complete the 
surface machining if a larger radius or comer radius cutter 
is utilized [20]. Therefore, the largest cutter radius for the 
ball-end mill and the largest comer radius of the fillet-end 
mill from tiie tool library must be utilised to achieve the 
maximum machining efficiency in terms of cutter path 
length.

In order to find the influence of the b이们m서isk radius Ri 
on the material removal rate, the cutting speed vfora fillet
end mill is derived for a specified spindle speed JV and slope 
an읺e ^according to Figure 2:

伯 sin。｝ (5)

Fig. 2. Cutting speed.

The first partial derivative of v with respect to Ri is given by:

票=2耸N (6)

The Eq. (6) shows that dv^dRx = constant fbr a given 
spindle speed, which implies that the cutting speed 

Input:

Rectangular grid of points

Fig. 3. Proposed cutting tool selection system.
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is unchanged. Thus it can be concluded that when two fillet
end mills have the same comer radius, the fillet-end mill 
with laiger disk radius enables to achieve higher cutting 
speed. As the step-interval distance (the cutter path length) 
does not depend on the bottom-disk radius, the primary 
emphasis is to be given for selecting the fillet end mill with 
higher comer radius and if the comer radii are the same then 
only the cutter with larger bottom-disk radius is considered 
for the tool selection.

3. Cutting Tool Selection System

The proposed cutting tool selection system for 3-axis 
finish machining is shown in Figure 3, which can be used 
for any sculptured surfece defined by a set of 3D surface 
points. The system consists of checking point density and 
checking for gouging. As the ball-end and fillet-end mills 
are generally used for finish machining, the system is 
applicable for botii cutters. Given a point-based surface 
represented by a grid of surface points, the system carries 
out m error analysis on the triangles generated from the 
rectangular grid of points using an initial choice of the 
Ingest tool (ICLT) selected from the cutting tool libraiy in 
order to check the adequacy of tiie point density. The system 
refines the triangular data points until the computed error 
limits within tolerance. For the ball-end mill selection, the 
largest radius of the ball-end mill is considered as the ICLT 
whereas the laigest comer radius of the fillet-end mill is 
considered as the ICLT for the fillet-end mill selection 
because they provide the maximum machining efficiency in 
terms of cutter patii length. It is noted that the fillet-end mill 
with larger bottom-disk radius is considered as the ICLT 
only when the two fillet-end mills have the same comer 
radius because the cutter with the larger bottom-disk radius 
provides higher cutting speed. In order to utilise the maximum 
material removal rate, the list of cutting tool from cutting 
tool library tools is to be arranged in ttie following hierarchy 
order based on tiie cutter radius R for ball-end mill and 
bottom-disk radius comer radius R2 for the fillet-end mill:

For ball-end mill:

Co(n G(끼), C(R), G+1 (肿), …, G(R)

R)r(Z = O, 1, n)

where

For fillet-end mill:

电)，…，G(殆/尸)，…，

C“(R?,R?) for(i = 0,1,…/)

where >R^ 1 and when R%=R牛1 then only R\ >R^1

The local gouging due to the cutter bottom is checked and 
then the checking of global gouging due to the cutter body 
length is performed. Starting with the largest cutter radius 
and/or comer radius from the tool libraiy, the local and 
global gouging are checked and if it foils to do gouge-free 
machining then the next cutter from the arranged tool library 
is considered. When the entire surfece is gouge-free with the 
chosen cutting tool then the tool becomes the optimum 
cutting tool for the given tool library.

Intuitively, the accuracy of cutting tool selection for the 
point-based surface depends on the density of the surfece 
points. Therefore, the point density checking is essential fbr 
accurate estimation of the tool size.

The density of the surface points plays a major role in the 
accuracy of the tool size estimation for the point-based 
surfece [17]. In this section, an error analysis is performed 
for ttie point density checking. The discrete representation of 
sur&ce introduces error in two ways [8]: the surface error 
and cutter error. The surfece error is the difference between 
the surface and triangular approximation, and can be 
computed using ttie radii of curvature at every surface point 
based on the circle fitting formula and triangle edge length. 
The procedure fbr evaluation of the surfece error is presented 
in [8]. The cutter error is the protrusion of the cutter into the 
triangle plane. Kayal [8] determines the ball-end inill centre 
when the spherical part of the cutter touches the three 
vertices of a triangle and the cutter error is determined as the 
deviation of the spherical surfece from the triangle edges 
within the triangle boim血y. Kayal [21] also presents a 
method where lhe fillet-end mill centre is determined when 
the toroidal surfece touches tiie three vertices of triangle. 
The cutter error is determined in the triangle normal 
direction by solving non-linem* equations. The total error is a 
combination of the surfece error and cutter error but the 
nature of the combination depends on the local surfece 

Fig. 4. Combined effect of surface error and cutter erron

(b)
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shape, as illustrated in 山e tiiree configurations of Figure 4, 
and enables to choose appropriate dense set of surfoce points 
so that the accuracy of the determined cutter size can be 
obtained within tolerance.

Given an initial grid of data, an interpolatoiy subdivision 
scheme is required to insert extra data points between the 
existing surfece points. There are a number of such algorithms 
available: quintic interpolation based on arc-length parame
terisation [22], four-point interpolatoiy subdivision proposed 
byDyn et al. [23] and interpolation based on the Generalised 
Cornu Spiral [24]. The rectangular grid of surface points can 
be refined using a suitable subdivision scheme so that it is 
suflSciently dense to determine the cutter size accurately 
within tolerance. For simplicity, the grids of discrete points 
used in the example have been sampled from parametric 
surface definition but the algorithms are equally applicable 
to any grid of points with any subdivision scheme [8], The 
initial data point is to be refined until it satisfies a specified 
tolerance. The gouge checking is performed on a set of 
triangles generated from a dense rectangular grid of surface 
points in the following section.

5. Gouge checking

While removing material around the cutter contact point 
(CC-point), the cutter may interfere another surface point 
due to the cutter bottom or any other part of the tool body. 
This interference is called the gouging. The interference 
with the cutter bottom is called the local gouging and the 
interaction with the tool body is called the global gouging. 
Conventionally, the gouging is checked after the entire tool 
paths have been computed [16]. Ideally, the gouging should 
be detected in tiie early stages of cutter path planning. In this 
paper, a unique approach is therefore proposed, wherein the 
go니ging is checked on a dense set of triangles generated 
from a rectangular grid of surfece points without need to 
generate cutter paths. The main thrust of the argument is that 
the tool path generation algorithm must calculate the 
position of the cutting tool such that it touches the surface at 
one or more points, and does not protrude the surface 
anywhere, and this basic procedure must be repeated several 
times to machine the entire surfece. Given three vertices of a 
triangle, the cutter position is determined using a specified 
tool type and size in order to check the gouging in the 
following sub-section:

5.1. Cutter position
There are many methods ofCNC machining in terms of 

machine axis numbers and tool shape, type and orientation. 
In 3-axis CNC ma아山ling, the machine tool simultaneously 
controls the relative movement between the part and the 
cutter along its three primary axes, x-, y-, and z-axis. In 
5-axis CNC machine, two continuous rotations are 
synchronised with the x-, y- and z-axis movements and 
tiiese motions are applied to the cutter spindle, the machine 
table or sometimes to both. In the point-based approach, the 
CL-points are computed considering the points under the 

CC-region where the material removal takes place. As the 
cutting takes place only in the CC-region which is 
respectively the spherical and toroidal parts of the ball-end 
and fillet-end mills, the cutter position is determined by 
placing the spherical and toroidal parts of the respective 
cutters to the surface points. Assuming that the cutter axis is 
parallel to the z-axis for 3-axis CNC machining, the cutter 
is placed in such a way that three vertices Pi(xb jbzi), 
P2(X2)2,Z2)and P3(x3, of a triangle touches the 
spherical part of the cutter (z}<c<z3+ R), The a, b, c 
components of the cutter centre C(시, b, c) of the ball-end 
mill of radius R are then given by [8]:

r — 土山一4*
c — max,-------------------------

2a}

a = 2cS-汕)+jg 顼+꺼)*宿+衍+遙)

2（心必3-）"3）

2c(x3z1-x1z3)-x3(x^+>,|+zf)+x1(x?+j?+z?) 
b =-------------------------------

(7)

(8)

(9)
2(汕 一g)

where, %,段，％ are given by:

2 2 2
%=4{伝3乃一可*3)+(.x3zi-xiz3) +(x1y3-^1x3) )

a =“（%山一勺乃）（必3（对+对+거）-錦（房+询+蜀））

2 I +（X34-X1Z3）（-X3（对+y 什꺼）+心（宿+讨+끼））

0,3（X什病+折）-山（对+*汁境））

+ （-X』异+呼+辫）+X［（X?+对+蜀））气4，矽3片一・叩3）2

Similarly, when the three triangle vertices
P2(X2,j，2,Z2)and P3(x3,y3,z3) touches the toroidal part (CC- 
region) of a fillet-end mill having the bottom-disk radius 
and comer radius R2, the a, b, c components of the cutter 
centre C(a, b, c) are given by [21]:

c = max{0i，”2} (10)

-必两-j湖-外(R ] +7^2-c2)2+j,i (RI +加m目)

+均衬丿対讦—W&+J码-(Zi-c)2)、"3㈤+J码_/)2

2(xt的—z.

-x3xj-x^-x3(R} +」R*-cH+X3(R[+』R*-(Z[

Mi 赠+X]]#F

2（南必3一乃巧）
b =

(12)

where,队 伍 are given by: 
丿&，屋=two roots of 
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小脣 -引vMi +JRI-C2) +yl(R1+jRl-(z3-c2f) 

+j展+加 7-&氏 +7^2-(zj -c)2)2+y3(^i +77?2-c2)2

—巧畐一巧许―巧(& -匕辰凌)、巧㈤+Jr*—(Z\—cV)

within the allowable range (z1<c<z3+7?2)

5.2. Local gouging
When one edge of the cutter machines the surface at a 

cutter contact (CC) point, the other part of the cutter bottom 
may interfere the surfece points. This interference is called 
the local gouging. In order to check the local gouging for a 
ball-end mill, the distances from all the points within the 
CC-region as shown in Figure 5 is checked. For the cutter 
position of C(으, b, c) determined from Eqs. (7-9), the P(x,y,z) 
the condition of gouging is derived from the equation of 
sphere:

(x-(7)2+(y-&)2+(z-c)2>7?2 for (x-(7)2+(y-Z))2<7?2

(13)

Fig. 5. Local gouging of ball-end mill.

For the fillet-end mill, two radii R and R2 이e responsible 
to cause the local gouging. For 3-axis CNC machining witti 
the cutter-axis parallel to the z-axis, the local gouging is 
possible only within the cutter projected area, as shown in 
Figure 6(a). The fillet-end mill centre is determined from 
Eqs, (10-12) and the condition that the P(x,jz,z) gouges the 
cutter bottom is then derived according to Figure 6(b):

z>c-R2 for (x-(7)2+(y-&)2<7?f (14)

2 
^J(x-a)2+(y-b)2-R^ +(z-c)2<^ for 

心(x-aAgY 涵+&广 (15)

5.3. Global gouging
Global gouging refers to the interference of the cutter 

body including spindles or fixtures with the part surface. In 
order to avoid global gouging, it is necessary to chose 
appropriate sizes of neck length, neck diameter and overall 
length. In some cases, even if the tool is accessible to the 
entire surfece, the to이 cannot enter into some regions 
because of smaller tool body length. This is due to the tool 
body which collides with the other surface points. Thus tool 
body collision poses a constraint to the finish machining.

In this paper, the tool body has been abstracted as a series 
of stacked cylinders/cones due to symmetry. Figure 7 shows 
the different parts of the tool consisting of neck cylinder of 
length L\ and diameter D1, cone of length L2 and two 
diameters D2, D如 and shank cylinder of length L3 and 
diameter Z)3. Given a cutter position C(a, b, c) determined in 
sub-section 5.1, the global gouging of a surfece point 
P(x,y,z) with the part of the tool body can be checked by 
determining the shortest distance from the surfece points to 
the cutter axis. In order to find the distance from the cutter 
axis, the geometric equation of the cutter axis is to be 
evaluated. There is a problem for determining the equation 
of the cuter axis. As the x-, y-coordinate are the same, the 
equation of the cutter axis cannot be determined straight
forward without transforming the coordinate system. Wthout

Fig. 6. Local gouging of fillet-end mill.

(b)
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Fig. 7. Tool dimensions considered fbr global gouging.

geometric property of a cylinder and cone using the shortest 
distance evaluated according to Eq. (18):

dPA<— fbr ("—次)2+3'一力')七0 andz'Zc'十J”

2 4 (19)

n ryi 2 ryi
dp a〈成 for ~^<(xr-af) +(#-//) <-^ and

zM+妇 (20)

t切〈쓰+(UD［쓰씌 for

DI 2 2 D을
—V(V—W) +(y‘一Z，') 으— and c'+ZqCz'Vc'+Zq+Z，2
4 4 (21)

dpA，스 for ^<(x,-<7,)2+(y,-/)r)2<^ and

zM+Li+歸 (22)

6. Machining Examples

loss of generality, lhe axis and surfece points are therefore 
rotated by angles % 快 /respectively about the x-, y-, z-axis 
in such a way that C(dz, b, c), P(x,y,z) are transformed to 
C0； b\d), zr) respectively:

(16)

( 
a'

f 、
acos/cos^cosa- asin/sintz+bcos/cos^sina+bsin/cosa-ccos/sin^

b'
、c'丿

一asin 君os^cos a- acos /sin ex- b sin /cos /?sin cr+ b cos /cos a+ c sin 斧 ing 
.asin/?costz+bsin^sin<z+ccos/7 ,

(17)

（）
xcos^cos/?cos«-xsin/sin(z+ycosycos^sin6K+ysin/coscz~zcosxsm^

y 

、Z‘,
-xsin/cos/Jcostz-xcosysina-ysinycos^sina+ycos/costz+zsin/sin^

、xsin 戶cosa+ysin 乃 sina+zcos0 ,

The proposed cutter selection algorithm is applied in two 
examples. The first example is a point-based model (shown 
in Figure 8) that is generated from the surface model 
consisting of 3 x2 bi-cubic Bezier patches. These patches 
consist of doubly convex, doubly concave and saddle type 
surfeces and the entire model is machinable using a 3-axis 
CNC machine. The local gouging and global gouging are 
checked respectively using Eqs. (13-15) and Eqs. (19-22) on 
the triangles generated from the rectangular grid of surface 
points.

A list of cutters given in Table 1 is used for the ball-end 
mill selection. The tool selection is started with a tool no. Bi 
of R= 12.5 mm on a (111 x 61) grid of surface points that 
estimates the total error fbr point density checking 0.0092

If another point C［시, b〉h) (h^ 0) is 아losen on the cutter 
axis in the original coordinate system, the shortest distance 
between the cutter axis and P(x',y, zr) is given by:

i j k

-ccos ysm/3+ hcos /sin/? c sin /sin ^-h sin /sin p ccos^-hcos^

△x Az J
A/(-ccos/sin^+hcos/sin/7)2-l-(csm/sm^-hsin/sin^)2 + (ccos^-hcos/7)2|

(18) 

where, z,j, k are unit vectors mx,y,z directions respectively.

Ax = (x-^cos/cos^cosa-^-aJsin/sinfz+tj-^cosycos^sincz

+ (y-Z))sm/cos<7-(z-c)cos/sin^

△y = - (x-a)sinjcos”cos Q，-(x-a)cosysin。—(y - 8)sinycos/3sina

+ (y-6)cos /cos a+(z~ c) sin/sin (3
Az = (x-a)sin 丿Scosa+(y-b)sin0sina+(z-c)cosW

Given a cutter position C0； b\cf) determined from Eq.
(16),  the conditions of the global gouging for the P(x；_y,, z) 
obtained from Eq. (17) are then derived based on the Fig. 8. Point-based model of 3 x 2 Bezier surface.
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Table 1. Tool library fbr ball-end mills

Tool 
no.

R 
(mm)

Di 
(mm)

d2 
(mm)

D3 
(mm)

Li 
(mm)

l2 
(mm)

L3 
(mm)

Bi 12.5 25 25 . 25 55 2 125
b2 10 20 20 20 38 2 122
b3 9 18 18 16 34 2 106
b4 8 16 16 16 30 2 110
b5 7.5 15 15 16 30 2 110
b6 7 14 14 12 26 2 94
b7 6 12 12 12 22 2 88
b8 5 10 10 10 18 2 82
b9 4.5 9 9 10 18 2 82
Bio 4 8 8 8 14 2 86
Bn 3.5 7 7 8 14 2 86
B12 3 6 6 6 12 2 68
B13 2.5 5 5 6 12 2 68
%4 2 4 4 6 8 4 62
B15 1.5 3 3 6 8 6 62
B16 1.25 2.5 2.5 6 6 6.5 54
B17 1 2 2 6 6 7.5 54

mm and it is observed that the tool gouges 32226 data 
points. Then tool no. B2 of 10.0 mm gouges 1616 data 
points for a (111 x 61) grid of surfece points that estimates 
the total error 0.0108 mm. Even tool no. B3 of R = 9.0 mm 
gouges 180 data points on a (121 x 71) grid of surfoce points 
that estimates the total error 0.0089 mm. Finally, tool no. B4 of 
R= 8.0 mm does not gouge any data point for a (121 x 71) 
grid of surfece points that estimates total error 0.0097 mm. 
Therefore, tool no. B4 ofR = 8.0 mm becomes the optimum 
tool for the tool library given in Table 1.

The fillet-end mill selection is performed for the model 
shown in Figure 8 using a list of cutters given in Table 2. 
The selection is started with tool no. Fi of Rj= 1.0 mm, 
R2=5.0mm for a (131 x 81) grid of surfece points that 
estimates the total error for point density checking 0.0107 
mm and it is found that the tool does not gouge any surface 
point. Therefore, tool no. Fi is the optimum fillet-end mill 
fbr the given tool libraiy.

As an industrial example, the shoe last model consisting 
of 120 bi-cubic Bezier surfece is considered. Figure 9 shows 
tiie point-based model of the shoe last supplied by Clarks 
International, which is chosen because it consists of several 
doubly curved free-form surfaces, but it does not contain 
pocket areas, planar surfaces or irregular topologies. The 
algorithm of cutter selection is applied on the shoe-last 
model and tool no. Fi becomes the optimal tool which does 
not gouge any surfece point. The surface textures and 
machining times are measured to compare the relative 
perfonnance of different tool sizes on machining. The other 
two cutting tools namely tool nos. F2 and F3 are therefore 
considered. The tolerances for the point density checking, 
cutter path planning and gouge checking along with the 
different cutting speeds are given in Table 3. The step
forward and step-interval distances are detennined adaptively 
in such a way that the machined surfece error which is the

Table 2. Tool library fbr fillet-end mills

Tool 
no.

Ri 
(mm)

r2 
(mm)

Di 
(mm)

d2 
(mm)

d3 
(mm)

Li 
(mm)

L2 
(mm)

l3 
(mm)

Fi 1 5 12 11.85 12 12 24 74
f2 2 4 12 11.85 12 12 24 74
f3 1 4 10 09.85 10 10 20 70
f4 3 3 12 11.85 12 12 24 74
f5 2 3 10 09.85 10 10 20 70
f6 1 3 08 07.85 08 08 16 66
f7 4 2 12 11.85 12 12 24 74
f8 3 2 10 09.85 10 10 20 70
f9 2 2 08 07.85 08 08 16 66
F10 1 2 06 05.85 06 06 12 52
Fn 5 1 12 11.85 12 12 24 74
FI2 4 1 10 09.85 10 10 20 70
珏 3 1 08 07.85 08 08 16 66
F14 2 1 06 05.85 06 06 12 52
F15 1 1 04 03.96 06 04 26 40

Fig. 9. Point-based model of shoe-last supplied by Clarks 
International.

combined effect of chordal deviation and cusp height is 
limited within tolerance 0.01 mm

The part of the shoe last model is machined with a Hermle 
C600U 5-axis machining centre equipped with a Heidenhain 
TNC430 controller using the feed rate 2000 mm/min and 
spindle speed 3000 rpm. The material used for machining is 
Cibatool board material BM 5460. The surface finish from 
raster milling has been compared to polyhedral machining 
using PowerMILL, a commercial software developed by 
Delcam Pic. The surface texture of three machined shoes is 
sampled with the Hobson TafyMap instrument for the 
tangent continuous regions, and measured in terms of the 
roughness and waviness using TafyMap Universal software. 
It has been observed 血t three shoes produce the same level 
of surface finish and ttie finished surfeces 미e comparable in 
quality to polyhedral machined surfeces. It is seen from 
Table 3 that the machining time istiie least for the tool no. F】 

and therefore, this is the optimal tool size for the tool libraiy 
given in Table 2. Thus the cutting tool selection algorithm 
enables to limit the machined surface error within tolerance, 
and minimises the machining time.
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Table 3. Machining parameters for three tools

Tool no. F] Tool no. F2 Tool no. F3
Tolerance for point density checking (mm) 0.01 0.01 0.01
Tolerance for adaptive cutter path planning (mm) 0.01 0.01 0.01
Tolerance for gouge checking (mm) 0.01 0.01 0.01
Rapid feed (mm/min) 4000 4000 4000
Plunge feed (mm/min) 2000 2000 2000
Cutting speed (mm/min) 2000 2000 2000
Spindle speed (rpm) 3000 3000 3000
Estimated machining time (sec) 632 675 672
Actual machining time (sec) 795 889 854

7. Conclusions References

An optimal cutter selection algorithm for the ball-end and 
fillet-end mills has been proposed for any 3D free-form 
surfece defined by a set of surface points. The algorithm is 
limited to a 3-axis CNC machine for finish machining. The 
proposed method chooses an optimal cutter from the list of 
cutters available in a standard cutting tool library in such a 
way that the point-based sur&ce is machined with the 
largest cutter in terms of cutter radius and/or comer radius 
without gouging any surface point. A unique algorithm of 
the local and global gouging is presented for finish 
machining of the point-based surface. Given three vertices 
of a trian읺e generated from a rectangular grid of surfece 
points that represents the point-based surface, a unique cutter 
position is determined using a specified tool type, size and 
then the gouging is checked whether the cutter interferes 
with any neighbourhood data point. The distance between 
the cutter bottom and surface points is used for the local 
gouging and the 아lortest distance between the cutter axis 
and surfece points is used to detect the global gouging. Thus 
ttie proposed algorithm enhances the machining efficiency 
without compromising the machined surface quality.

The machining eflBciency could be increased using multiple 
cutters for different regions based on the geometric features 
of the surfece, which is certainly an area of the author^ 
future research. The challenging issues are to decompose the 
surface into different regions and determine the optimum 
tool sizes for respective regions. Then generating cutter 
paths for all regions with their respective optimum tool sizes 
and linking respective tool paths from one region to another 
without pronounced tool rr^rks left at the boundary are the 
author,s future research work.
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